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Abstract

sand are eroded oﬀ the North West of Africa and
transported westward across the Atlantic Ocean,
creating a layer of aerosol in the atmosphere. Eruptions from volcanoes are another signiﬁcant source
of mineral dust in the atmosphere [2].
It is important to have a good knowledge of the
optical properties of each aerosol, so that corrections can be made to account for the aerosol’s contribution to the signal in a remote sounding retrieval. In addition, it allows the use of remote
sounding to investigate the amount and distribution of the aerosol. Finally, a good knowledge of
an aerosol’s optical properties is important in order to estimate its radiative forcing2 . The radiative
forcing by aerosols remains one of the largest uncertainties in climate simulation [3], mainly due to
lack of knowledge about aerosol optical properties.
Optical properties are determined by the refractive index, m, of the material. The refractive index
of a medium is deﬁned as
√
v
ω
m= =
= ϵr = n + iκ,
(1)
c
kc

In this project I designed and built a goniometer,
which is needed to determine the refractive index
of some mineral aerosols, including Saharan dust
and volcanic ash. I tested the instrument by investigating the refractive index of the sample holder
(a semicircular glass block with a refractive index
of 1.5) by measuring the reﬂectance at diﬀerent angles of incidence. The glass sample holder was not
of high enough purity glass, nor was the curved surface manufactured to a good enough quality, to ﬁnd
the refractive index of an aerosol. However, investigations indicate that if a sample holder of high
enough purity and quality could be sourced, making the limiting factor on the data the instability of
the laser; the instrument could be used to ﬁnd the
refractive index of an aerosol to within a standard
deviation of 0.06.

1

Introduction

Atmospheric aerosols1 play important roles in the
stability of our climate. Their eﬀect is both direct, by aﬀecting the transfer of radiation through
scattering direct sunlight and scattering and absorbing infra-red radiation [1] [2] [3]; and indirect,
by changing cloud properties, acting as cloud condensation nuclei and aﬀecting cloud lifetime [3].
Aerosols can also aﬀect atmospheric chemistry, as
they may act as catalysts or as a reservoir for reactive gases [2].
Mineral dust is present in the atmosphere in a
large range of sizes, and so has a considerable impact upon the absorption of infra-red radiation at
many wavelengths [4]. According to [5], the Sahara
desert is a particularly signiﬁcant source of mineral dust in the atmosphere. Large quantities of
1 solid

where v is the speed of light in the medium, c is
the speed of light in a vacuum, and ϵr is the relative permittivity of the medium. The amount of
light absorbed by a material is determined by the
imaginary part of the refractive index, κ,
I = I0 e(−αx) ,

(2)

where I is intensity, α = 2ωκ
c and x is the distance
travelled by the radiation within the medium. The
amount of light reﬂected by the surface of an absorbing medium is determined by both the real and
imaginary parts of the refractive index, for more
detail see the Fresnel equations for absorbing materials given in section B in the appendix. The
2a

measure of the inﬂuence a factor has in altering the
balance of incoming and outgoing energy in the EarthAtmosphere system [3]

or liquid particles suspended in the air
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refractive index is often dependent upon the wave- 2
length of the incident radiation, especially if it is
2.1
near an absorption band of the material [6].
A team in the Earth Observation Data Group
of Oxford University Atmospheric Physics Department has been using a method described in [6] to
determine the refractive index of Saharan dust and
volcanic ash at infrared wavelengths. They suspend
the aerosol in air, and then use a measurement of
the transmission of infrared radiation through the
cell containing the aerosol to determine the amount
of scattering and absorption by the aerosol. This
is then related to the refractive index, using Mie
scattering theory and a lognormal size distribution
for the number of particles with radius between
r and r + dr. To ﬁt the refractive index to the
measurements of the extinction using a LevenbergMarquardt least squares ﬁt, they use a damped harmonic oscillator model to represent the molar polarisability, which may be related to the complex
dielectric constant, ϵr , via the Lorentz-Lorentz relation. This gives

ϵ′ (ν) = ϵ∞ +
′′

ϵ (ν) =

p
∑
j=1
p
∑
j=1

Sj (νj2 − ν 2 )
(νj2 − ν 2 )2 + γj2 ν 2
Sj γj ν
(νj2 − ν 2 )2 + γj2 ν 2

(3)

(4)

where ν = wavenumber, j = band number, p = total number of bands in infra-red wavelengths, γ =
band width, S = band strength, ϵr = ϵ′ + iϵ′′ and
ϵ∞ is a ﬁxed parameter which may be determined
from measurements of ϵr at optical wavelengths.
The aim of this project is to help determine this
ϵ∞ = m2∞ of Saharan dust and volcanic ash at
635nm for use in the model.
A previous study on Saharan dust [1], at 550nm
indicated that n is within the range 1.51 to 1.56 and
κ is within the range 0.0001 to 0.0046. A previous
study on volcanic ash [7] indicates that n is within
the range 1.52 to 1.53, and κ is within the range
1.0 × 10−3 to 1.5 × 10−3 .
I am using the ﬁrst person in this report to emphasise where the work was all my eﬀort.

Theory
The Fresnel Equations

The propagation of electromagnetic waves is governed by Maxwell’s equations. In an insulating
non-magnetic medium they reduce to
∇·E =0
∇·H =0
∂H
∂E
∇ × E = −µ0
∇ × H = ϵr ϵ0
(5)
∂t
∂t
where ϵ0 and µ0 are the permittivity and permeability of free space, ϵr is the complex dielectric constant, E and H are the electric and magµ0 c
netic ﬁelds, and |E| = √
ϵr |H|. E and H are
both perpendicular to each other and to the direction of propagation, and are of the form X =
X0 ei(k·r−ωt) .
Across a boundary between media of diﬀerent
dielectric constants, the components of E and H
that are parallel to the surface are constant. To
satisfy these boundary conditions, an incident wave
must be partly transmitted and partly reﬂected.
Applying the boundary conditions to the case
where electric ﬁeld is polarised in the plane of incidence you get
Ei0 ei(ki xsinθi +ki zcosθi −ωi t) cosθi
−Er0 ei(kr xsinθr +kr zcosθr −ωr t) cosθr
= Et0 ei(kt xsinθt +kt zcosθt −ωt t) cosθt .

(6)

where i indicates incident radiation, r indicated reﬂected, t is the transmitted, and θ is the angle between the direction of propagation and the normal
to the surface in the plane of incidence. As this
statement is true for all t and x, we see that the
frequency must remain constant, so km, (see equation (1)) must also be constant. Therefore, the
reﬂection is specular (θi = θr ) and Snell’s law of
refraction may be derived
sinθi = msinθt

(7)

where m = m2 /m1 , m1 is the refractive index of
the ﬁrst medium, and m2 the refractive index of
the second.
The boundary condition for the magnetic ﬁeld
gives
Hi + Hr = Ht
so Ei + Er = mEt .

(8)
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Equations (6) and (8) may be combined to give
the Fresnel equation for the reﬂectance of light
which is polarised in the plane of incidence. When
the material is non absorbing (glass or air, for example), m = n and the amplitude ratio of the electric ﬁelds is real and the parallel reﬂectance may be
derived to be (9). See the ﬁt on the data in ﬁgure
6 in section 4.2.1 for a plot of parallel reﬂectance
vs incident angle.

R∥ =

Er0
Ei0

2

[

]2
√
n cosθi − n2 − sinθi 2
√
=
. (9)
n2 cosθi + n2 − sinθi 2

2.3
2.3.1

Methods of determining refractive index
The Critical Angle

2

The same boundary conditions may also be applied to the problem in which the electric ﬁeld is
polarised in the plane perpendicular to the plane
of incidence, giving Fresnel’s equation for the perpendicular reﬂectance (10). See the ﬁt on the data
in ﬁgure 5 in section 4.2.1 for a plot of perpendicular reﬂectance against incident angle.
[

where mi is the refractive index and fi is the volume mixing ratio of medium i However, if x > 1,
[8] shows that the eﬀective medium approximation
gives large errors and you must use their more complicated model, given in [8], to determine the refractive index of the solid.

√

]2

If the second medium has a lower refractive index
than the ﬁrst, then using Snell’s law, (7), you can
see that at angles of incidence greater than some
critical angle there becomes no real solution for the
angle of transmittance. The light undergoes total
internal reﬂection, see the ﬁt on the data in ﬁgure
7 in section 4.2.2. The smallest angle at which this
phenomenon is observed is known as the critical
angle, given by
sinθc = n.
(13)

The critical angle may be determined from experimental data by ﬁnding the angle at which there
∂R
is a maximum in ∂θ
. This method was used to
cosθi + n2 − sinθi 2
i
determine the real part of the refractive index of a
When the material absorbs some of the incident biological photochrome in [9].
radiation the ratio of electric ﬁelds is complex and
so the algebra is more complicated, but the Fresnel 2.3.2 Brewster’s angle
equations may still be derived and are included in
At Brewster’s angle, light which is polarised in the
section B in the appendix.
At normal incidence the complex Fresnel equa- plane of incidence is not reﬂected by the medium’s
surface, see ﬁgure 6 in section 4.2.1. This angle of
tions both reduce to
incidence is given by
(n − 1)2 + κ2
tanθB = n
(14)
R=
.
(11)
(n + 1)2 + κ2
the derivation of which may be found in [10].
When the refractive index has a non-zero imag2.2 The Aerosol Solution
inary component, the parallel reﬂectance does not
The Fresnel equations are only applicable when the go to zero. However, it does reach a local miniradiation is incident upon a ﬂat surface3 . This mum as before, so may still be used as a measure
may be achieved by suspending the aerosol in wa- of refractive index. At Brewster’s angle, unlike at
ter, as in [8]. When a solid powder is mixed the critical angle, there is no sharp change in rewith a liquid, [8] ﬁnds that if the size parameter ﬂectance with incident angle, and so an exact measurement of Brewster’s angle is more diﬃcult.
x (= 2πa
λ where a = powder particle radius) is less
than one, you can use the equivalent mixture approximation for the refractive index,
2.3.3 Fitting a model to the reflectance angle data
m = m1 f1 + m2 f2 ,
(12)
The Fresnel equations (9) and (10) (or their equiv3 or at least ﬂat to λ/10 [10]
alents for an absorbing material) may be used to
Er0
R⊥ =
Ei 0

2

=

cosθi −

√

n2 − sinθi 2

. (10)
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model the reﬂectance at each angle of incidence.
The model may then be ﬁtted to observed data
by varying the refractive index, using a LevenbergMarquardt least squares ﬁt, as in [8]. This method
has the advantage of using all of the available data
from measurements of reﬂectance at each angle of
incidence.

2.3.4

Transmission at normal incidence

The imaginary component of the refractive index of
a material may be determined from the transmission at normal incidence, using equation (2), if the
sample thickness is known. Care must be taken to
account for reﬂections from the bottom and top of
the material, using equation (11).

4

3.2

Stepper motors control the movement of a laser
diode and silicon photodiode detector around the
sample. The angular resolution is improved by
using the stepper motor to move a small pulley
which drives a larger pulley that moves the laser
or detector arm. The stepper motors are powered
and controlled by a microcontroller. All the hardware and electronics are contained within a black
light-tight box, so that the laser can be used safely
and without interference from background light in
the lab. I made the box from anodised aluminium
optical rails, the sides, roof and door from black
hardboard, and the bottom from an anodised aluminium breadboard.
3.2.1

2.3.5

Refractive index matching

A Becke line is a band or rim of light that is visible
along a crystal boundary in plane-polarised light.
If the crystal is surrounded by a liquid of the same
refractive index, this line disappears. However, the
only liquids with refractive indices close to that of
the aerosol4 are toxic oils, and this method is only
applicable to optically resolvable particles, so I will
not be using this method in this case.

3
3.1

The Experiment
The Specification

The Design

Laser and detector

The laser and detector were attached to aluminium
rods, whose movement was controlled by the stepper motors. The microcontroller ADC (analogue
to digital converter) can take a maximum current
of 0.6 Amps [11] so I kept the weight of the laser,
detector and mounting equipment to a minimum
when choosing the parts to order. I then calculated
the torque that they would exert upon the stepper
motors, and purchased stepper motors that would
draw an appropriate current.
The laser was stopped down with an iris to improve the angular resolution. However, there was
a lot of diﬀraction from the edge of the iris, so in
future it would be wise to put a second iris in front
of the ﬁrst, to block this diﬀraction. The laser
power was stable to within 1.6%, found by monitoring laser power over 1 hr 30 mins, a graph of
the results is shown in section C in the appendix.
To make the alignment process easier, I chose a
detector with a detecting area of 4 mm2 . When the
detector was in place in the equipment, the ﬁnite
area and response function meant that the detector had a tolerance of ±0.6° (see section G in the
appendix) for laser misalignment. In front of the
detector I mounted a linear polarised inside a graduated rotator, so that it was possible to rotate the
polariser through 90°.

In order to use the methods described above, you
need to be able to measure the magnitude of the
specular reﬂection of plane polarised light from
many diﬀerent angles of incidence. To do this I
designed and built a goniometer which rotates a
laser and detector around the sample.
The critical angle technique needs a good angular
resolution. The laser creates a ﬁnite sized spot on
the sample so the detector needs to be far enough
away so that the angle subtended by the laser spot
at the detector is less than half the angle between
positions, as so to achieve the maximum resolution
3.2.2 Movement
possible.
See ﬁgure 1 and ﬁgure 2 for photographs of the
4 ≈ 1.53 [1]
equipment. I drew many technical drawings in or-
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der to purchase parts of the right size, and to get
Figure 2: A photograph of the equipment from the
the rods and aluminium sheets machined to my
top. a) The stepper motor controlling the detector.
speciﬁcations.
The motor rotates the pulley on the back of the
equipment. This pulley rotates the axle. The rod
Figure 1: A photograph of the equipment from the holding the detector is clamped on to the axel at
front. a) Vertical optical rails. b) Aluminium sheet, the front of the equipment. b) Axle. c) The stepper
to which the stepper motors, optical rails, and elec- motor which controls the laser. The motor rotated
tronics are attached. Sprayed black to avoid extra the pulley on the front of the equipment. A ﬂanged
reﬂections of laser light. c) Two pulleys connected bearing allows the pulley to freely rotate around the
by a belt which control the movement of the laser axel. The rod holding the laser is screwed on to
rod. d) The glass sample holder. e) The kinematic the front of this pulley. d) Laser at home position
prism mount, with screws to ﬁnely adjust the in- against the stop. e) Detector at home. f) The stop.
clination of the sample. f) Translating post holder,
allowing ﬁne height adjustment of the sample. g)
Dovetail rail allowing side to side adjustment of the
sample.

by diﬀerent amounts.
3.2.3

The Sample

See ﬁgure 1 for a photograph of the sample mounting system.
The prism mount could be used with a clamp to
secure a glass slide, or could be screwed in to the
back of a semicircular glass block as in the photograph in ﬁgure 1 and drawing in ﬁgure 4 in section
4.2, allowing the equipment to be used with many
methods.

The front faces of the pulleys were not perpendicular to the axle hole through the middle of them,
so in order to get the laser aligned with the detector, the laser rod needed to be secured at an angle
to the front face of the pulley. To do this I put two
crinkly washers on each of the two screws holding
the laser rod in place, and then tightened the screws

3.2.4

The Electronics

The signal from the detector has to be ampliﬁed
before being passed to the ADC. I built the amplifying circuit using two operational ampliﬁers, see
ﬁgure 3 for a circuit diagram.
The ﬁrst ampliﬁer ampliﬁes (and reverses the
sign of) the detector signal. An inverting oper-
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Figure 3: Circuit diagram of the electronics.
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the signal drifted and I had to take regular measurements of laser power and dark current. After
the ampliﬁers, the signal was passed through a potential divider to make sure that no more than the
threshold voltage would be passed to the ADC. See
section D in the appendix for a photograph of the
circuit.
The microcontroller consists of a preassembled
Arduino board and a motor shield kit, which I had
to build, see section D in the appendix for a photograph of the microcontroller.

3.3

ational ampliﬁer works by setting the same voltage to pin 2 (signal in) as pin 3 (grounded) - i.e.
grounding pin 2. All current must then run through
the external resistor that connects the pin 2 to pin
6 (the output pin). The voltage at pin 6 is thus
−Iin Rext , so the value of the external resistor determines the gain of the ampliﬁer. I added a second
inverting ampliﬁer of unity gain in order to reverse
the sign of the signal again, as the microcontroller
cannot read in negative voltages. I set the gain set
such that when the dark current5 was just above
zero, the maximum laser signal was just below the
threshold of the ADC (5.5 V [11]). All ampliﬁers
have a small oﬀset voltage between pin 2 and pin
3. If the signal coming in creates a voltage that
is smaller than this oﬀset, the output voltage may
be of the wrong sign. As the ADC can not read in
negative voltages, at ﬁrst it was giving out a value
of zero at small signals. In order to rectify this
problem, I applied a voltage bias to the second ampliﬁer, which added an oﬀset voltage to the signal.
The magnitude of the oﬀset was controlled by a potential divider, and set so that all voltages entering
the microcontroller were positive. This solved the
problem but this, combined with the large gain,
made the output of the circuit very temperature
sensitive. I attempted to stabilise the temperature
by shutting the blinds and turning on the air conditioning in the laboratory, but the equipment did
heat up throughout the day (possibly due to the
heat given oﬀ by the power pack and laptop) so
5 the current from the detector when there is zero incident
light

Software

The microcontroller is controlled by sketches written in C which are uploaded to the board via a
serial port on the computer. I used two sketches
during the experiment; transcripts are included in
section H in the appendix
I wrote the ﬁrst sketch to take a reading of the
detector signal every 200 ms, and print each reading
back to the screen of my laptop via the serial port,
ready to be saved as a .txt ﬁle. I used this sketch
to take a measurement of the dark current or laser
power.
The second sketch is the main sketch with which
I controlled my motors and took detector readings.
Commands were passed to the board via the serial
port. You could move the arms to a position (used
when aligning the equipment), or scan over many
angles of incidence (used to take the data).

3.4

Analysis

Running a scan on the sample gave me a .txt ﬁle
containing 10 readings at each position of the stepper motor (every 0.29°) between two angles of incidence. I wrote programs in IDL to read in the ﬁle
and interpret the data, using equation (15), to give
the reﬂectance vs incident angle data.
mean of the 10 readings − dark
total − dark
position − normal
Incident angle =
no. steps/degree
(15)

Reﬂectance =

The refractive index could be found by running
a function which performs a Levenberg-Marquardt
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least squares ﬁt on the data, by running my IDL
program to ﬁnd the critical angle or by plotting the Figure 4: First method design. a) O ring. b) Glass
data to ﬁnd Brewster’s angle or the critical angle by slide at angle. c) Aerosol-water mixture. d) Laser.
eye (where applicable). To perform the Levenberg- e) Detector.
Marquardt least squares ﬁt I chose to use a function
called MPFITFUN [12]. You pass the function an
array of data and errors, a model to ﬁt the data to,
and a start value for the parameter that it is ﬁtting.
I ran some tests and found that the start value must
be within 140% of the actual parameter value so
that it converges to the correct local minimum.

4
4.1

Results
The refractive index of the glass

To test the equipment I ﬁrst tried it on the semicircular glass sample holder. I used a Bruker
IFS 66V/s infrared spectrometer to give a separate measurement of the refractive index. The
spectrometer takes a measurement of the specular
reﬂectance at many wavelengths and performs a
Kramer’s Kronig transformation on the spectrum
(for more information see [10]). The interpreting
program gave n ≈ 1.5 but did not supply an error.

4.2

The First Method

See ﬁgure 4 for a ray diagram describing the ﬁrst
method. By taking the data from the bottom of
the semicircle, the reﬂected signal should be from
the glass-sample interface, so it should be possible
to use the critical angle method to ﬁnd the refractive index. Also, it is easy to eliminate the signal
from the second surface and make analysis easier,
by putting the sample-air surface at an angle, as
in ﬁgure 4. Using a semicircular sample holder instead of a prism, as in [9], means that data analysis
and detector positioning is simpler as the beam is
not bent as it enters the glass.
4.2.1

Measurements from the top

Before taking a scan, I had to align the laser, detector and sample, so that the specular reﬂection was
always incident upon the detector. This was diﬃcult as there were so many degrees of freedom, and
many of the alignment processes interacted. This
was made slightly easier due to the relatively large
area of the detector. Detailed instructions on how

to align the apparatus are included in section E in
the appendix.
To use MPFITFUN to ﬁt the data I ﬁrst had to
create an array of errors. The main sources of error
were instability of the laser, the fact that you could
only ﬁnd normal to within half a step, lost steps
by the stepper motor, and diﬀuse reﬂectance from
bumps on the sample surface. To evaluate the eﬀect
of each of these errors on the ﬁtted refractive index
I used Monte Carlo simulations. For each error, I
simulated 1000 measurements with a random noise
at a magnitude and angular dependence similar to
that of each error and used the ﬁtting function on
each simulation to estimate the refractive index. I
then found the standard deviation of the refractive
indices found. The results of these simulations are
presented in table 1. It is clear that laser instability
is the largest error.
I was then in a position to ﬁnd the refractive index of the glass. I took 5 scans of the glass block
at each polarisation, from normal to 85° angle of
incidence. I ran the ﬁtting function on both polarisations (passing it an error from the standard
deviation of the 10 readings at each position, and
error from the possibility that the normal in the
calculations was half a step from the actual normal
and a skewed error to account for diﬀuse reﬂectance
from surface roughness at high angles), and found
the Brewster angle of the parallel polarisation. Results are presented in table 2, and see ﬁgure 5 and
ﬁgure 6 for graphs of perpendicular and parallel
polarisations, respectively.
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Table 2: Results quoted to 3sf
Table 1: Errors on measurement of the reﬂectance
Method
n
standard
from the top
Error source
Description
standard
deviation
deviation
of n
of ﬁtted n
Fit to perpendicu- 1.45
±0.01
Laser insta- Laser
power 0.040
lar
bility
constant to 1.6%
Fit to parallel for 1.48
±0.01
found from 1hr 30
θi < 65°
min monitoring
Brewster’s Angle
1.38 < n <
Half a step Can only get to < 0.00001
1.6
out
normal to within
half a step
Figure 5: A ﬁt of n=1.45 (line) over perpendicular
Lost step
Laser lost 1 step < 0.00001
polarisation data (points).
in 2000, detector
lost none
Diﬀuse
re- Top surface is < 0.00001
ﬂectance
rough.
Error
found by looking at standard
deviation
at
each angle of 5
runs. The diﬀuse
reﬂectance
is
greatest at large
angles.

On the parallel polarisation data (where the signal was small so the noise due to laser instability
created a large percentage error), the ﬁtting function was not putting enough weight on the data
points at small angles. Therefore I decided to cut
out all the data at angles greater than 65°6 . This
made a signiﬁcant improvement to the ﬁt (from
nf it = 1.91 to nf it = 1.48) although there was no
improvement to the ﬁt on perpendicular polarisation (where reﬂectance is larger at smaller angles).
4.2.2

Measurements from the bottom

I then tested the instrument by scanning from underneath the glass block, this time expecting to ﬁnd
a refractive index ratio of 1/1.5 = 0.66.
Before taking a measurement, the equipment
needed further alignment. In order to position the
6 this is justiﬁable as I plotted a graph of parallel reﬂectance vs incident angle for n=1.35 and n=1.45, and most
of the diﬀerence in the two curves lay below an incident angle
of 60°

bottom surface normal to the laser, the semicircle
needs to be exactly in the centre of the rotation
circle.
The maximum possible signal is now lower than
for the top measurement, due to absorption within
the glass block7 and reﬂection from the outside and
inside of the curved bottom of the block. Now I
could not directly measure the maximum signal. I
planned to estimate the maximum signal by measuring the absorption within the glass block and
estimating the reﬂection using the refractive index
found by the top surface measurement and equation (11). However, I was unable to measure the
absorption as the laser spot was ﬁnite sized, so the
spot was focussed as it left the block at the curved
surface. I ended up estimating the maximum signal
7 I know my glass absorbs red light as it looks green in
daylight
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Figure 6: A ﬁt of n=1.48 (line) over parallel polar- Figure 7: A ﬁt of 1/n=0.777 (line) on data of parisation data (points).
allel polarisation (crosses), from the bottom.

by measuring the signal with the laser and detector
180° apart, with the glass block in the middle. In
fact, during a measurement the beam travels twice
as far as this through the material and is defocused
as well as focused, giving me an error of up to 20%
in laser power and a standard deviation of 0.5 in ﬁtted refractive index. It is clear that a better method
of determining total power is necessary.
In the array of errors that I passed to the ﬁtting
function, I assumed that the surface roughness of
the bottom of the top surface was the same as for
the top. As well as diﬀuse reﬂectance from the top
surface, there was a large systematic error at angles
greater than the critical angle from imperfections
of the glass interior itself - evident in the large systematic variation in reﬂectance, see a plot of two
scans in the appendix in section F. The probability of loosing a step is also larger, now that the
laser has to move more steps from the stop. There
is an additional systematic error as the bottom of
the semicircle is badly machined and not circular,
aﬀecting reﬂectance at all angles of incidence.
The ﬁtting function gave 1/n = 0.777±1.4, see
ﬁgure 7 for a graph of the results. This diﬀers
markedly from the expected 0.66, although I am
not surprised, as the data does not resemble the
model.
I wrote a program in IDL to work out the critical angle by ﬁnding the angle at which the change
in reﬂectance with angle was greatest. This program worked very well on simulated results with

noise levels comparable to those of measurements
on the top surface. However, the real data above
the critical angle were so noisy that the largest gradient in the reﬂectance-angle curve was well above
the visible critical angle. So, I decided to try
to ﬁnd the critical angle by eye, using the graph
in ﬁgure 7. This gave a critical angle between
41 < θc < 43° giving 0.0656 < 1/n < 0.682.
The data given by this equipment is clearly too
noisy to be used to work out the refractive index of
the aerosol.
4.2.3

The second design

I then decided to try using a thin piece of glass as a
sample holder. I rewrote the interpreting program
in IDL, so take in to account the reﬂections from
both the bottom and top surface of the glass. However, when the experiment was run, the data was
much more complicated than before, see ﬁgure 8.
At some angles, I think the secondary or tertiary
reﬂections were interfering with the signal. This
technique was not explored further.
4.2.4

The third design

I then considered turning the semicircular glass
block on its side, to avoid the poorly machined bottom face and so that the beam was travelling over
a smaller path inside the impure glass. I calculated
that the reﬂection from the bottom surface would
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I have calculated that the real refractive index
Figure 8: Perpendicular reﬂection from the top of
should be able to be found to within a standard
the thin glass slide.
deviation of 0.06 using MPFITFUN.

6

miss the detector; so again, all of the signal would
originate from the glass-mixture interface. As the
beam is refracted at the bottom interface, I had to
make corrections to the software that positions the
detector. However, I ran out of time in the laboratory to get any results using this new method.

5

Conclusion

I have designed and built a goniometer, which is
working, but currently the data is too noisy to get
a good measurement of the refractive index of an
aerosol.
If it were possible to get a sample holder of much
better purity, and whose circular face had been machined to a tolerance similar to that of the surface
roughness of the top surface, I think that it would
be possible to use the equipment to work out the
refractive index of an aerosol. If a sample holder
could be sourced such that the error on the data
could be reduced to that of the top surface (i.e.
mostly from laser instability, giving a standard deviation of 0.04 on the ﬁtted refractive index ratio)
and using a mixing fraction of 1.2% aerosol, as in
[8], (giving a standard deviation of 0.0066 on the
mixing ratio if you make up 100µg); by propagating the errors through the calculation of the aerosol
refractive index, using equation (12)
naerosol =

nsolution − nwater fractionwater
fractionaerosol

(16)

Further Work

In order to make further progress, a good quality semicircular sample holder has to be purchased
or machined. Running MPFITFUN on the data
should give the real refractive index to within a
standard deviation of 0.06. The limiting factor on
the measurement would be the stability of the laser.
If this could be reduced to 10% of the current value,
either by monitoring the laser power whilst taking
a scan via a beam splitter, or by purchasing a more
stable laser, I have calculated that the real refractive index could be found to within a standard deviation of 0.01.
In order to ﬁnd the real and imaginary parts of
the refractive index of the aerosol, another (multivariate) least squares ﬁtting function will need to
be sourced. Currently MPFITFUN can only ﬁnd
one parameter at a time, so can’t ﬁt both the real
and imaginary parts of the refractive index.
In the future it would be wise to get a more stable
sample holding system, as this one was liable to
rocking or being knocked and took a long time to
align, and to think of a more secure way of holding
the laser, as the laser would tend to shake itself
around in the clamp as it knocked against the stop.
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E

Appendix : Aligning
- Move detector 180° from laser. Adjust laser
pole length until the spot lands upon detector
centre.

To investigate the stability of the laser I took a
measurement of laser power over 1 hour 30 minutes.
See ﬁgure 9 for the results.

- Set polarisation of laser by rotating it within
its mount until the maximum power is incident
upon the detector with polariser at 45°. Check
that the power is similar for parallel and perpendicular polarisations.

Figure 9: The signal from the detector of the laser
power over 1hr 30mins

- Suspend a cross in front of the laser spot. Move
the laser 180°, then rotate laser pole within
clamp in rod and adjust screw tightness on
pulley face until spot lands upon cross when
laser is in both positions.
- Set glass semicircle height by eye, and inclination with inclinometer.
- Move laser to horizontal, adjust position and
tilt of glass semicircle until the laser travels
through the middle of each edge.
- Move laser to estimated normal, set laser
to retro-reﬂect by adjusting second screw on
prism mount.

D

- Set semicircle height exactly using the translating post holder by making sure laser spot
does not move on the surface of the glass slide
during a scan.

Appendix : Electronics

For a picture of the electronics see ﬁgure 10

- Find normal (within half a step) by ﬁnding
where the specular reﬂection lands on the detector from various angles of incidence.

F

Appendix : Two scans from
bottom

See ﬁgure 11 for a plot of data from two scans from
the bottom of the glass block.

G

Appendix :
sponse

Detector re-

Figure 10: A picture of the electronics. a) Arduino
The detector is ﬁnite sized, so the laser spot does
board and motor shield kit. b) Ampliﬁer circuit.
not need to be directly incident upon the middle of
the detector face. This means that the equipment

H
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Appendix : Sketches

Figure 11: A plot of two scans from the bottom.
Note the large systematic error at angles greater
H.1 Continuous reading
than the critical angle. Data plotted as lines to
emphasise the systematic error.
//sketch to take CONTINUOUS READINGS
//FROM ANAGLOG PIN
int val;
int analogPin = 5;
void setup(){
Serial.begin(2400);
Serial.println("#rotating laser");
}
void loop(){
val = analogRead(analogPin);
Serial.println(val);
delay(200);
}
has some tolerance for being misaligned. However,
H.2 The controlling sketch
the detector response is not uniform over all the
face. See ﬁgure 12 for a graph of this response
function.
//sketch to use on experiment
See ﬁgure 12 for a graph showing the detector #include <AFMotor.h>
response function.
AF_Stepper motorL(200, 1);
//stepper motor on M1 M2 w 200
Figure 12: Response of the detector
//steps/revolution
AF_Stepper motorD(200, 2);
//stepper motor on M3 M4 w 200
//steps/rev
// defining all the integars
int x, y, rl, rd, RL, RD, r0, r1, r2, r3,
r4, r5, r6, r7, r8, r9, Lposition,
Dposition, i, j, k, l, d, z, reading;
unsigned long N, a, b, c;
char Str[80];
unsigned long A= 1; //number of
//values over which we
//wish to average
int analogPin = 5;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(2400); //initialise serial
//comminication
Serial.println("#The program begins!");
motorL.setSpeed(1);
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//set motor speed 1rpm
motorD.setSpeed(1);
//set motor speed 1rpm
//in case you set it to home before
//starting the program
Lposition=0;
Dposition=0;
}

void loop() {
getSerial();
//read in command
// string from serial port
// if you want to scan
if(Str[0] == ’S’)
{if( Str[1] == 32 && Str[6] == 32
&& Str[11] == 32 && Str[16] == 32
&& Str[21] == 32 && Str[24] == 32)
//make sure it is in correct format
{
//positioning laser
i=1000*(Str[2] - 48); //second
//digit of string indicates
position of 100s of steps for laser
j=100*(Str[3] - 48);
// 3rd digit
//of string is position of 10s of
//steps for detector
k=10*(Str[4] - 48);
l=Str[5] - 48;
rl=i+j+k+l - Lposition; //get the right
// number of laser steps from current
// position
Lposition=i+j+k+l; // save current
// position
if(rl>0)
{ motorL.step(rl, BACKWARD,
INTERLEAVE); } // move laser
// clockwise if new position is further
//from home than the old
if(rl<0)
{ rl=-rl;
motorL.step(rl, FORWARD,
INTERLEAVE); } // move laser
// anticlockwise if new position is
//closer to home than the old
//positioning detector
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i=1000*(Str[7] - 48); //5th digit of
//string indicates position
//of 100s of steps for laser
j=100*(Str[8] - 48);
// 6th digit of
//is position of 10s of steps for
//detector
k=10*(Str[9] - 48);
l= Str[10] - 48;
rd=i+j+k+l-Dposition; // get the right
// number of laser steps from current
//position
Dposition=i+j+k+l; // save current
//position
if(rd>0)
{motorD.step(rd, BACKWARD,
INTERLEAVE); }//move laser
//clockwise if new position is further
// from home than the old
if(rd<0)
{rd=-rd;
motorD.step(rd, FORWARD,
INTERLEAVE); } // move laser
//anticlockwise if new position is
// nearer to home than the old
//work out final position of laser
i=1000*(Str[12] - 48); //second
//digit of string indicates
//final position of 100s of steps for
//laser
j=100*(Str[13] - 48);
// 3rd digit
//of string is position
//of 10s of steps for detector
k=10*(Str[14] - 48);
l=Str[15] - 48;
rl=i+j+k+l - Lposition; //get the
// distance of final position from
//current position
RL=10*(Str[22]-48) + (Str[23]-48);
// read in laser resolution
//work out final detector position
i=1000*(Str[17] - 48);
j=100*(Str[18] - 48);
k=10*(Str[19] - 48);
l=Str[20] -48;
rd=i+j+k+l - Dposition;
RD=(10*(Str[25] - 48) + Str[26] -48);
N=0;
READING(); // take first reading at
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//first
if(rl>=0 && rd>=0) // if the final
//positions are further from home,
// move clockwise
{// r/R = number of steps
for(N==0; N<rl/RL; N++)
{motorL.step(RL, BACKWARD,
INTERLEAVE);
Lposition = Lposition+RL;
motorD.step(RD, BACKWARD,
INTERLEAVE);
Dposition = Dposition + RD;
READING();}
}
if(rl>=0 && rd<0)
{// r/R = number of steps
for(N==0; N<rl/RL; N++)
{ motorL.step(RL, BACKWARD,
INTERLEAVE);
//move clockwise
Lposition = Lposition+RL;
motorD.step(RD, FORWARD,
INTERLEAVE);
//move anticlockwise
Dposition = Dposition - RD;
READING();}
}
if(rl<0 && rd>=0)
{ rl=-rl;
// r/R = number of steps
for(N==0; N<rl/RL; N++)
{ motorL.step(RL, FORWARD,
INTERLEAVE); //move
//anticlockwise
Lposition = Lposition-RL;
motorD.step(RD, BACKWARD,
INTERLEAVE); //move clockwise
Dposition = Dposition + RD;
READING();}
}
if(rl<0 && rd<0)
{ rl=-rl;
// r/R = number of steps
for(N==0; N<rl/RL; N++)
{ motorL.step(RL, FORWARD,
INTERLEAVE); //move
//anticlockwise
Lposition = Lposition-RL;
motorD.step(RD, FORWARD,
INTERLEAVE); //move
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//anticlockwise
Dposition = Dposition - RD;
READING();}
}
}
else{Serial.println("# Error in
comand"); }
}

//to scan just the detector
if(Str[0] == ’D’) //you want to keep
//the laser still and scan the detector
{ if(Str[1]== 32 && Str[6]==32
&& Str[11]==32) //check format
{ //positioning laser
i = 1000*(Str[2] -48); //second
//digit of string indicates position of
//100s of steps for laser
j= 100*(Str[3] -48);
// 3rd digit of
// string is position of 10s of steps
// for detector
k=10*(Str[4] - 48);
l = Str[5] -48;
rl = i + j+ k+l - Lposition; //get
//the right number of laser steps
//from current position
Lposition = i+j+k+l; // save
//current position
if(rl>0)
{motorL.step(rl, BACKWARD,
INTERLEAVE);}
// move laser clockwise if new
//position is furtherfrom home
//than the old
if(rl<0)
{ rl=-rl;
motorL.step(rl, FORWARD,
INTERLEAVE);}
//move laser anticlockwise if new
//postion is closer to home than the
//old
//positioning detector
i = 1000*(Str[7] -48); //5th digit of
//string indicates positionof 100s of
// steps for laser
j= 100*(Str[8] -48);
// 6th digit of
// string is position of 10s of steps
// for detector
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k= 10* (Str[9] - 48);
l= Str[10] - 48;
rd = i + j+ k +l - Dposition; // get
//the right number of laser steps
//from current position
Dposition = i+j+k+l; // save
//current position
if(rd>0)
{motorD.step(rd, BACKWARD,
INTERLEAVE);}
// move laser clockwise if new
//position is further from home than
// the old
if(rd<0)
{ rd=-rd;
motorD.step(rd, FORWARD,
INTERLEAVE);
//move laser anticlockwise if new
// position is
//nearer to home than the old
}
//work out final detector position
i=1000*(Str[12] -48);
j=100*(Str[13] -48);
k=10*(Str[14] - 48);
l=Str[15] -48;
rd=i+j+k+l - Dposition; //rd is no of
//steps you have to move during the
//scan
READING(); // take first reading
//at first
N=0;
if(rd<0)
{for(N==0; N>rd; N--)
{motorD.step(1, FORWARD,
INTERLEAVE);
//step once anticlockwise
READING();
Dposition=Dposition-1;}
}
if(rd>0)
{for(N==0; N<rd; N++)
{motorD.step(1, BACKWARD,
INTERLEAVE);
READING();
Dposition=Dposition+1;}
}
}
else{ Serial.println(’# Error in
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command’);} //the format is wrong
}
//you want to go to the home position
if(Str[0] == ’H’)
{motorD.step(640, FORWARD,
SINGLE);
//move both detectors anticlockwise
// til they hit the stop
motorL.step(640, FORWARD,
SINGLE);
Lposition=0;
Dposition = 0; }
//you want to nudge in to home
//position
if(Str[0] == ’N’)
{if(Str[2] == ’D’ && Str[3] == ’C’)
{motorD.step(1, BACKWARD,
INTERLEAVE);
Lposition=0;
Dposition = 0;}
if(Str[2] == ’D’ && Str[3] == ’A’)
{motorD.step(1, FORWARD,
INTERLEAVE);
Lposition=0;
Dposition = 0;}
if(Str[2] == ’L’ && Str[3] == ’C’)
{motorL.step(1, BACKWARD,
INTERLEAVE);
Lposition=0;
Dposition = 0;}
if(Str[2] == ’L’ && Str[3] == ’A’)
{motorL.step(1, FORWARD,
INTERLEAVE);
Lposition=0;
Dposition = 0;}
}
//you want to move and read
if(Str[0] == ’M’)
{if(Str[1] ==32 && Str[6] ==32)
//if there are spaces in the right place
{ //positioning laser
i= 1000*(Str[2] -48); //second digit
// of string indicates position of
//1000s of steps for laser
j= 100*(Str[3] -48);
// 3rd digit
//of string is position of 100s of
//steps for detector
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k= 10*(Str[4] - 48);
//
else{Serial.println("# Error in
l= (Str[5] -48);
command"); }
rl= i + j+ k +l - Lposition; //get the
}
// right number of laser steps from
// current position
// if you want to take a reading
Lposition = i+j+k+l; // save current position if(Str[0] == ’R’)
if(rl>0)
{ READING(); }
{ motorL.step(rl, BACKWARD,
INTERLEAVE);}
//move laser clockwise if new position
//is further from home than the old
//You have called the help function
if(rl<0)
if (Str[0] == ’?’)
{ rl=-rl;
{
motorL.step(rl, FORWARD,
Serial.println("#");
INTERLEAVE); }
Serial.println("#");
//move laser anticlockwise if new
Serial.println("# ’?’ Calls Help
//postion is closer to home than the
function");
//old
Serial.println("#");
Serial.println("# ’H’ Sends arms to
//positioning detector
the stop and sets that as
i = 1000*(Str[7] -48); //second digit
000 000");
//of string indicates position of 1000s
Serial.println("#");
//of steps for laser
Serial.println("# ’N’ Calls nudge
j= 100*(Str[8] -48);
// 3rd digit of
function and sets position
//string is position of 100s of steps
to 000 000");
//for detector
Serial.println(" N LC laser one
k=10*(Str[9] - 48);
//
clockwise, N DA detector
l = (Str[10] -48);
one anticlockwise");
rd = i + j+ k +l - Dposition;
Serial.println("#");
// get the right number of laser
Serial.println("# ’R’ Takes a reading
//from current position
from the detector");
position = i+j+k+l; // save current
Serial.println("#");
//position
Serial.println("# ’M’ Calls Move function,
if(rd>0)
Input M 000 000");
{motorD.step(rd, BACKWARD,
Serial.println("#
M L D where
INTERLEAVE);}
L=laser, D=detector");
//move detector clockwise if new
Serial.println("#");
//position is further from home
Serial.println("# ’S’ Calls Scan
//than the old
function as
if(rd<0)
S 0000 0000 0000 0000 00 00");
{rd=-rd;
Serial.println("# S Li Di Lf Df Lr Dr,
motorD.step(rd, FORWARD,
where i=initial, f=final,
INTERLEAVE);}
r=resolution");
//move detector anticlockwise if
Serial.println("#");
//new position is nearer to home
Serial.print("#
Laser position ");
//than the old
Serial.println(Lposition);
READING();//after you have
Serial.print("# Detector position ");
//positioned the laser and detector,
Serial.println(Dposition);
//take a reading
reading = analogRead(analogPin);
}
Serial.print("#
Detector reading ");
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Serial.println(reading);
Serial.println("#");
Serial.println("#");
}
if (Str[0] != ’R’ && Str[0] != ’S’ &&
Str[0] != ’M’ && Str[0] != ’?’ &&
Str[0] != ’H’ && Str[0] != ’N’
&& Str[0]!= ’D’)
{Serial.println("# Error in
command");}
}

char getSerial(){
y=0;
// y indicates position in
// string
x=0;
// x is the ASCII number
// you read in from the serial port
Serial.print("#>");
// #> is printed
//to the screen to let you know that
//it is ready
/* a while loop is then used to get
the board to read in your sentence
from the serial port,
a ’return’ or ’backslash’ indicates
that your sentance is finished.
The sentance cannot be more
than 80 characters long
*/
while(x!= 13 && x!=92 && y<79)
{ while(Serial.available() <=0)
// if there is nothing written then
//delay until there is
{delay(1);}
x = Serial.read(); //read the ASCII
// number from the serial port
if(x!=33)
{Str[y] = char(x);
// assign the
//character to the ASCII number,
//and put it in the next place in the
//string
Serial.print(char(x)); // print back
// your character to the screen
y++; // if the last character was
//right move to the next position in
// the string
if(x == 13 || x==92)
{Serial.print(char(10));} // if you
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// get a return ORbackslash, go to
//the next line
}
if(x==33) // if you have written
//a ’!’ then go back a space
{y--;}
}
Str[y] =0;
//put a null value on the
//end of your sentance to let the
//computer know the string is
//finished
}

char READING()
{
delay(500);
// before you take a
//reading, make sure arm is steady
r0 = analogRead(analogPin);
delay(5);
r1 = analogRead(analogPin);
delay(5);
r2 = analogRead(analogPin);
delay(5);
r3 = analogRead(analogPin);
delay(5);
r4 = analogRead(analogPin);
delay(5);
r5 = analogRead(analogPin);
delay(5);
r6 = analogRead(analogPin);
delay(5);
r7 = analogRead(analogPin);
delay(5);
r8 = analogRead(analogPin);
delay(5);
r9 = analogRead(analogPin);
delay(5);
Serial.print(Lposition);
//print to serial port
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(Dposition);
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(r0);
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(r1);
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(r2);
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Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(r3);
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(r4);
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(r5);
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(r6);
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(r7);
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(r8);
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.println(r9);
}
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